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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1  PROJECT BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 
 
Coastal Resources Management, Inc. (CRM) conducted an eelgrass (Zostera marina) 
habitat survey on February 1,  2007 at the U.S. Coast Guard Station, located at 1911 
Bayside Dr, Corona del Mar, CA.  This facility is adjacent to the County of Orange 
Harbor Patrol Head quarters in Newport Harbor.  The purpose of the investigation was to 
determine the potential environmental effects on eelgrass resulting from the renovation of a 
bulkhead and guest dock located in front of the U.S. Coast Guard facilities.  The project 
location is shown in Figure 1.   
 
An aerial view of the existing dock system is shown in Figure 2.  The area occupied by 
the Coast Guard was originally part of a County waterfront development project that was 
constructed in 1952.  Approximately 642 feet of steel sheet pile bulkhead and marine 
ways were constructed as part of the County’s original harbor facilities improvements.  In 
1998, the northern 400 feet of bulkhead was replaced with a new steel bulkhead when the 
Harbor Patrol Headquarters building and grounds were redeveloped.  The proposed 
project will upgrade the dock system and the remaining 174 feet of bulkhead on the 
southern section of the site that was not upgraded during the 1998 project. 
 
1.2  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The project site is located at the southeastern portion of Newport Bay near the Newport 
Harbor Entrance Channel.  The site coordinates are 33o 36.143’ N /117o 53.003’ W.   The 
project will include the following elements: 
 

• Construction of a new 174 foot section of tied back bulkhead;  
• Renovation of the Guest Docks and guide piles 
• Dredging of approximately 4,000 cubic yards underneath the proposed dock 

system; and 
• Construction of a new storm drain infrastructure and replacement of pavement to 

support the service load requirements of the facilities.   
 
See Appendix 1 that provides preliminary project drawings, provided by Noble 
Consultants.  
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1.3  IMPORTANCE OF EELGRASS 
 
Eelgrass (Photograph 1) is a marine flowering plant that grows in soft sediments in coastal 
bays and estuaries, and occasionally offshore to depths of 50 ft.  Eelgrass canopy (consisting  

 
 

 
Photograph 1.  Eelgrass, Zostera marina 

 
 
of shoots and leaves approximately two to three feet long) attracts many marine 
invertebrates and fishes and the added vegetation and the vertical relief it provides enhances 
the abundance and the diversity of the marine life compared to areas where the sediments 
are barren.  The vegetation also serves a nursery function for many juvenile fishes, including 
species of commercial and/or sports fish value (California halibut and barred sand bass).   A  
diverse community of bottom-dwelling invertebrates (i.e., clams, crabs, and worms) live 
within the soft sediments that cover the root and rhizome mass system. Eelgrass meadows 
are critical foraging centers for seabirds (such as the endangered California least tern) that 
seek out baitfish (i.e., juvenile topsmelt) attracted to the eelgrass cover. Lastly, eelgrass is an 
important contributor to the detrital (decaying organic) food web of bays as the decaying 
plant material is consumed by many benthic invertebrates (such as polychaete worms) and 
reduced to primary nutrients by bacteria.   
 
Because of the high ecological value of eelgrass meadows, it is important to document 
the location and amount of eelgrass in areas of proposed waterside developments and to 
mitigate any losses by avoiding or reducing, or compensating for any adverse effects on 
eelgrass habitats and communities. 
 
Eelgrass is present in Newport Bay in many regions between the harbor entrance channel 
and Upper Newport Bay (Coastal Resources Management, Inc. 2005). The healthiest 
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eelgrass beds are located between the harbor entrance channel and Balboa Island.  
Mapping projects conducted for the City of Newport between 2003 and 2004 indicated 
the presence of a large eelgrass meadow seaward of the Harbor Patrol and Coast Guard 
facilities, as well as smaller eelgrass beds and patches within the dock slips and between 
the headwalk of the docks and the bulkhead (CRM 2005).   
 

2.0  SURVEY METHODS 
 
An eelgrass habitat survey was conducted by CRM biologists Mr. Rick Ware,  Ms. Laurie-
Allen Requa, and Mr. Tom Gerlinger on 1 February, 13 February, March 20th, and March 
30th, 2007.  The survey was conducted using Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) 
GPS (Global Positioning System) technology and a Thales Mobile Mapper GPS/GIS Unit 
to map eelgrass areas.  First, eelgrass habitat was located during an underwater 
reconnaissance of the area.  Once the limits of eelgrass were established,  a biologist in a 
kayak equipped with the GPS followed a SCUBA-diving biologist who towed a surface 
buoy to mark the perimeter of the eelgrass vegetation. To assist in the mapping process, 
an Ocean Technology Systems (OTS) surface-to-diver communications system was 
employed for both diver safety and logistical purposes.   
 
The estimated GPS error of the Thales Mobile Mapper unit with post-processing 
correction is less than 1 meter.  GPS data were initially entered into the Mobile Mapper 
Software and then transferred into GPS TRACKER and ARCVIEW GIS software.  The 
amount of eelgrass habitat in the project area was calculated using ARVIEW and Mobile 
Mapper Software. 
 
Thirty-two, 0.07 square meter (sq m) eelgrass turion density counts were made by the  
team in the shallow, mid, and deep sections of the survey area.  These counts were then 
standardized to 1 square meter counts.  Field survey depth data were standardized to Mean 
Lower Low Water (MLLW) based upon data for the Newport Bay NOAA tide station. 

 
3.0  RESULTS 

 
3.1  PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROJECT AREA 
 
Sediments varied between fine sands and silts between the bulkhead and 100 ft into the main 
channel.  Generally, sediments were sandier offshore, and finer within the dock system.  
However, the shallowest areas present at the south end of the guest dock next to the 
bulkhead were sandier than the other sections north of the gangway leading to the USCGC 
Narhwal.  Water temperature varied between 56 and 58 degrees Fahrenheit during the 
survey. Underwater visibility varied between 2 to 10 ft.  Visibility was poorer within the 
dock system than offshore within the eelgrass meadows.  
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3.2   EELGRASS AREAL COVER 
 
The location of eelgrass within the project area is shown in Figure 3. Eelgrass within the 
entire O.C. Harbor Patrol Facility property boundaries was mapped, although only the 
southern section where improvements are proposed are included in this analysis.   Within 
the project limits, eelgrass was located at depths between -0.2 and -12.3 ft  Mean Lower 
Low Water (MLLW).  Shallowest eelgrass vegetation occurred against the bulkhead and 
shoaled sections of the guest dock at the southern end of the project site, whereas the deepest 
limits of eelgrass extended to the outer limits of the survey, 100 ft beyond the USCGC 
Narhwal floating dock and the O.C. County Harbor patrol docks.  Although eelgrass 
extended farther into the  channel, it was not mapped further than 100 ft from outside edge 
of the Narhwal floating dock and the O.C. Harbor Patrol docks because it was outside of the 
proposed project area. 
      
A total of 1.22 acres (53,102 sq ft) of eelgrass was mapped in the vicinity of the project area.  
Eight-three percent (82.4%) of this was concentrated seaward of the USCGC Narhwal 
floating dock and the O.C. Harbor Patrol Dock at depths greater than -8 ft MLLW.  The 
second largest concentration of eelgrass (17.3%) was located seaward of the bulkhead north 
of the gangway and pier leading to the USCGC Narhwal floating dock at depths between -1 
and -8 ft MLLW.  The least amount of eelgrass was concentrated at the south end of the 
project area in small patches and a small eelgrass bed located between the guest dock 
headwalk and the bulkhead and rip rap at depths between depths of -0.2 and -1 ft MLLW 
(0.3%).  
 
3.3   EELGRASS TURION DENSITY 
 
Eelgrass turion density varied between  57 turions per sq m (-10  ft MLLW) to 242 turions 
per sq m.  Average turion density within the project area was 135  +/ 47 turions per sq m 
(n=32).    Comparatively, mean eelgrass turion density along the Corona del Mar/Carnation 
Cove shoreline in May 2004 was 143 turions per square meter at subtidal  depths between -5 
and -13 ft MLLW (Coastal Resources Management 2005). 
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3.4  INVASIVE ALGAE (CAULERPA TAXIFOLIA) 
 
Certified-Caulerpa field biologists did not observe any invasive algae at the project site. 
  
3.5  OTHER MARINE ORGANISMS 
 
This area supports a diverse assemblage of plant and animal life due to the location near the 
harbor entrance channel and diverse habitat types that include  rocky outcrops, fine sand 
sediments, and silty sediments. Plants observed during included the green algae Ulva sp., 
and the brown algaes Sargassum muticum and Dictyota flabellata.  Invertebrates observed 
on either hard structures or the soft bottom habitat included sponges (Haliclona sp.), 
burrowing anemones (Pachycerianthus fimbriatus), octopus (Octopus bimaculatus), 
Kellet’s whelk (Kelletia kelletii), mud snails (Nassarius fossatus), predatory sea slugs 
(Navanax inermis), mussels (Mytilus galloprovincialis), oysters (Ostrea conchilcola), 
sand stars (Astropecten armatus), and tunicates (Botryllus/Botrylloides complex and 
Styela montereyensis). Fishes that were observed included bat ray (Myliobatis 
californicus), black surf perch (Embiotoca jacksoni), kelp bass (Paralabrax clathratus), 
barred sand bass (Paralabrax nebulifer), and round sting ray (Urolophus halleri). 

 
4.0  IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

 
4.1  PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
 
Construction methods were provided to CRM, Inc.  by the County of Orange and Noble 
Consultants, Inc. (Mansour Katany, pers. com with R. Ware, April 10, 2007). The 
estimated start date for the project is January 2008.  The project duration is estimated to 
be about 50 weeks subject to a 90 day additional lead time allowance for procurement 
of sheet pile materials. The selected contractor may elect to perform portions of work 
using a barge mounted crane.  However the majority of the work will likely be conducted 
using conventional equipment operated from land side. 

 
Dredging shall be confined to the immediate footprint of guest docks. Work will likely be 
performed using a truck mounted crane with clamshell land side.  Approximately 1,200 
cubic yards of material will be removed.  Dredged material will either be disposed and 
spread on the adjacent beach or trucked to other beaches nearby.  
  
The new bulkhead will consist of sheet pile that will be driven with a vibratory hammer 
to refusal in bed rock.  

 
The existing dock float area is about 3,400 sq ft.  All existing docks, gangways, and 
landings will be removed and the new docks will be placed within the existing dock 
footprint.  The new dock area will be about 3150 sq ft.  If only one gangway is built, the 
area will be  reduced by about 72 sq ft.  If four slips are converted from single berths to 
two double berths, two fingers will be eliminated and the surface area of the dock system 
will be further reduced by about 300 sq ft.  
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Three new guide piles will be driven alongside guest docks using a impact hammer.  If 
specially coated steel pipe piles are used, piles could be set to the top of bedrock and then 
drilled to tip elevation using the pile as casing. Two existing guide piles will be removed.   
 
4.2   IMPACTS ON WATER QUALITY AND EELGRASS BED RESOURCES 
 
The location of eelgrass habitat  relative to the proposed dredging and bulkhead layout is 
shown in Figure 5.  Additional project design plans are provided in Appendix 1. 
 
4.2.1  Construction Activities 
 
Potential Water Quality Impacts on Eelgrass Habitat. During the pile removal and 
emplacement process, water turbidity will increase when the new piles are driven into the 
sediments. Turbidity may also increase if vessel propellers impact the bay floor or prop 
wash stirs up bottom sediments. 
 
To limit the spread of any turbidity plume out of the area, Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) should be implemented including (1) installing a silt curtain around the construction 
zone if feasible to limit the dispersion of any turbidity plume and (2) operating vessels and 
equipment during higher tides to limit resuspension of bottom sediments.  Implemented 
BMPs that will eliminate any disposal of trash and debris at the project site will assist in 
preventing water quality and eelgrass habitat degradation.   See Section 5 for mitigation 
measures and BMPs. 
 
Potential Vessel-Related Impacts on Eelgrass Habitat.  The mudflats and shallow bay 
floor in the immediate vicinity and adjacent areas are vegetated with eelgrass (CRM 2005, 
Figure 4 this document).  Consequently, a barge working near the eelgrass has a potential to 
impact eelgrass through (1) deployment of anchors and anchor chain within eelgrass habitat 
(2) grounding of the barge over eelgrass habitat and (3) propeller scarring and prop wash of  
either the barge or support vessels for the barge.  These activities would create furrows and 
scars within the eelgrass vegetation and would result in adverse losses of eelgrass habitat.  
Implementing mitigation measures identified in Section 5 will result in minimal disturbance 
related to vessel activities.    
 
Barge operations would create minimal shading effects on eelgrass since the position of the 
barge will shift each day, preventing continuous shading of any one part of the eelgrass bed.  
In addition, the barge should transit only on high tide which will lessen turbidity and allow a 
greater angle of sunlight penetration to the bayfloor.   
 
4.2.2  Direct, Long-term Eelgrass Habitat Losses 
 
The proposed project will result in the direct loss of 2,778 sq ft (258.2 sq m) of eelgrass 
vegetation.  Figure 5 illustrates the location of eelgrass relative to the new dock and 
bulkhead design.   A summary of the expected loss and amount to be mitigated at a 1.2 to 1 
impact to mitigation ratio is provided in Table 1.   
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Table 1.  Potential Impacts to Eelgrass and Mitigation Requirements 
(Refer to Figure 5 for Location of Impacts) 

 
Area Impact Source Eelgrass Impact Mitigation
  (Sq Ft) (Sq Ft) 
1.  Immediately South of Narwhal Pier Dredging        918.0 1,101.6 
2.  South of Harbor Patrol Dock Gangway Dredging 1,260.0 1,512.0 
3.  Immediately North of Narwhal Pier New Bulkhead    600.0   720.0 
Total   2,778.0 3,333.6 

 
Guide Piles.  The three new dock piles will not be placed where eelgrass is located and 
there will be no direct or indirect losses of eelgrass associated with the removal or the 
installation of new guide piles. 
  
Dredging.  Dredging will result in the removal of 2,178 sq ft of eelgrass (78.4% of the total 
loss) along the bulkhead and at the south end of the dock where shoaling has occurred.  
Eelgrass currently grows at depths between 0.0 and -8 ft MLLW within this area.  
 
Bulkhead Renovation.  Eelgrass currently grows up against the bulkhead and extends 32 ft 
to the inshore edge of the Narhwal dock at depths between 0.0 and -5 ft MLLW.  Bulkhead 
work will impact 600 sq ft of eelgrass (21.6% of the total) along the bulkhead north of the 
Narhwal Pier because the system will be emplaced approximately four feet seaward of the 
existing system. As a result, there will be a direct loss of eelgrass where the new bulkhead 
will be located. 
 
The direct loss of 2,778 sq ft of eelgrass vegetation from the combined dredging and 
bulkhead project must be mitigated at a 1.2 to 1 (mitigation to impact) ratio according to the 
Southern California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy (NMFS 1991 as amended) such that 3,333.6 
sq ft of eelgrass must be successfully mitigated over a five-year period.  See Section 5 that 
details a conceptual mitigation plan for the project. 
 
4.2.3  Indirect, Long-term Impacts Related to Shading Impacts 
 
The location of the proposed dock will be located within the same footprint as the existing 
dock  and the actual surface area (and shading footprint) of the new dock (3,175 sq ft)  will 
be reduced a minimum of 250 sq ft.  Additionally, the surface area of the dock may be 
reduced by as much as another 372 sq ft, depending on the final dock and pier design (Jon 
Moore, Noble Consultants, Inc. per. com with Mansour Katany, County of Orange, April 
10, 2007) and there will be a net increase of open water habitat. Most of this area however, 
will be shaded by County harbor patrol and vessels within the guest slips.  No eelgrass 
currently grows beneath the docks, and is not expected to grow beneath the new dock 
system.   Consequently, there will be no additional long-term impacts on eelgrass associated 
with shading from dock structures or vessels.   
 
The new bulkhead and cap will be extended four feet into the bay compared to its current 
location. Shading is not likely to further reduce eelgrass habitat since under the existing 
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condition, eelgrass grows to the base of the bulkhead.  This condition is not expected to 
change under the proposed condition. 
 

5.0  MITIGATION MEASURES 
 

5.1  WATER QUALITY 
 

During construction, the following mitigation measures and Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) are recommended to prevent water quality degradation in Newport Bay and to 
reduce potential adverse impacts on marine resources.   

• All debris and trash shall be disposed in suitable trash containers on land or on the 
work barge at the end of each construction day;  

 
• Discharge of any hazardous materials into Newport Bay will be prohibited; 
 
• Silt curtains should be deployed around bulkhead repair work and the work barge 

where feasible to minimize the spread of turbid waters outside the project area; and 
 
• Barge operations should be  conducted on high tides to limit turbidity. 
 
5.2   EELGRASS PROTECTION PLAN FOR CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS 
 
The following mitigation measures will be implemented during construction to avoid 
adverse impacts to eelgrass.  

 
• The project marine biologist shall mark the positions of eelgrass beds in the vicinity 

of the project with buoys prior to the initiation of any construction activities; 
 
• The project marine biologist shall meet with the construction crew manager prior 

to construction to assist in avoiding impacts to eelgrass;  
 
• Support vessels and barges will maneuver and work over eelgrass beds only during 

high tides to prevent grounding within eelgrass beds, damage to eelgrass from 
propellers, and to limit water turbidity; and 

 
• Workers shall avoid placing anchor chain or anchors in eelgrass beds.   
 
5.3   CONCEPTUAL MITIGATION FOR POTENTIAL EELGRASS HABITAT 

LOSSES 
 
An eelgrass mitigation plan is proposed to mitigate the direct impacts of dredging and the 
emplacement of a new sheet pile bulkhead at the project site.  The plan, along with 
monitoring and reporting requirements associated with the mitigation plan is detailed within 
this report section. 
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5.3.1  Eelgrass Transplants 
 
A total of 2,778  sq ft of eelgrass vegetation (258.1 sq m) will be permanently removed from 
the project area due to direct project-related impacts.  The removal of this eelgrass will be 
mitigated at a ratio of 1.2 to 1, such that a total of 3,333.6 sq ft (309.8 sq m) of eelgrass will 
be successfully mitigated at the end of a five-year monitoring program (NMFS 1991 as 
amended).  Eelgrass will be mitigated by conducting an on-site eelgrass transplant program.  
 
Permission to transplant within tideland areas.  Contacts to obtain permission include 
Mr. Tom Rossmiller, City of Newport Beach Harbor Resources Director (949) 644-3041 
and Ms. Andrea Richards, County of Harbor Department of Harbors, Beaches, and Parks 
Tidelands Lease Administrator (714) 834-4677.  
 
Permission to collect eelgrass donor material.  State of California Scientific Collecting 
Permits will be required for staff involved with the actual collecting of donor material for 
the transplant.  CRM personal already have these permits. In addition, special permission 
will be required from the California Department of Fish and Game to collect eelgrass 
donor material.  CRM will obtain the necessary special permit from the CDF&G 
following the selection of the final transplant site.  The CDF&G contact is Ms. Marilyn 
Fluharty (858) 467-4231. 
 
Remediation.  If the initial transplant is unsuccessful, then appropriate replantings will 
occur as described in the Southern California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy (NMFS 1991 as 
amended).   
 
Responsible Parties.  The Applicant, The County of Orange, will be the responsible party 
for this project.  The California Department of Fish and Game, National Marine Fisheries 
Service, and the California Coastal Commission will be responsible for reviewing the 
project’s monitoring program results and for determining if the project meets or does not 
meet criteria as a successful eelgrass mitigation project.   
 
Preliminary Alternatives for the Transplant (Receiver) Mitigation Area. Two transplant 
sites are proposed (Figure 6).  They can be used in combination with each other or the 
second proposed site (Harbor Patrol beach site) can be used as the sole transplant site. 
 
Dredge Slope Site (Mitigation Area 1).  Mitigation Area 1 on-site transplant area will be 
located at the south end of the guest dock where proposed dredging will result in eelgrass 
habitat loss (Figure 6).  The proposed dredge slope in this area will be 5:1 and will range in 
depths between -1 and -8 ft MLLW.  Following the completion of dredging, approximately 
1,000 sq ft of eelgrass can be replanted within this zone at depths between -1 and -6 ft 
MLLW, at depths known to support eelgrass in the local area.  This location was selected 
because it mitigates losses directly at the site where eelgrass impacts will occur.  
 
Harbor Patrol Beach Site (Mitigation Area 2).  A second transplant location will be 
“created” from excavating sandy beach habitat located at the County Harbor Patrol beach 
located immediately northeast of the project site (Figure 6).  The beach consists of  
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sandy dredge material.  Its elevation extends between supratidal elevations down to  
between 0.0 and -1 ft MLLW, at which depth eelgrass is found along the perimeter of the 
beach. The beach is currently used for recreational purposes.   
 
Beach sands would be removed at elevations between 0.0 and approximately +4 ft MLLW 
and graded to an elevation consistent to that where eelgrass is growing along the beach’s 
perimeter.  The beach shoreline would be moved landward approximately 40 ft back to 
allow for a new beach “shoreline”.   A buffer area at the upper end of the created habitat 
would not be planted to allow for beach-goers to wade in the shallow area.  Planting would 
be conducted at the lower two-thirds of the created habitat  within a  40 ft wide and 100 feet 
long (4,200 sq ft) area.  Enough open space would be left between the existing eelgrass bed 
and the mitigation site to allow for further eelgrass mitigation projects.   
 
Eelgrass Transplant Methods. The following program will be implemented to restore 
eelgrass at the project site.  The eelgrass transplant will involve several steps; collecting 
stock material from the donor site(s), preparing the material for transplanting, replanting the 
eelgrass in the mitigation area receiver site, following up the transplant with monitoring 
surveys, and evaluating the success of the transplant. 
 
Direct Impact Transplants.  Donor material will be harvested by diver-biologists from the 
shallow subtidal zone at the project site in the vicinity of where project impacts will occur or 
in eelgrass beds located on Balboa Island, along Bayside Drive, and the Balboa Peninsula.  
The preferred transplant method is the anchor/bundle method (Fonseca et al. 1982) in which 
eelgrass is collected by divers from a donor site, transferred to shore, separated into planting 
units, and replanted by divers along a pre-determined grid into the receiver site.  The donor 
material will be separated into planting units consisting of about 10 shoots and associated 
substrate and root mass.  Shoots will be bundled and tied together with biodegradable line 
and a sediment anchoring device.  The bundles will be replanted on one-meter center 
spacing units throughout the transplant site.  
 
The amount of habitat to be successfully mitigated at the end of five years is  3,333.6 sq ft 
(309.8 sq m).  This will require the collection and bundling of approximately 310 bundles 
and 3,100 shoots of eelgrass.   
 
Transplant Site 1 (Dredge Slope).  Of the 310 bundles required for the transplant, 
approximately 100 of these will be transplanted on the dredge slope at the south end of the 
project area.    
 
Transplant Site 2  (Beach Area).   A total of 4,200 sq ft of eelgrass habitat is proposed to 
be created at this site at an elevation of 0.0 to -1 ft MLLW.  This amount of habitat is 
proposed because (1) the site could be used to mitigate all impacts from the project should 
the dredge slope planting option be either rejected or unsuccessful and (2) the site could be 
used as a mitigation site for future County projects requiring eelgrass mitigation.   If the 
dredge slope option is incorporated into this project, then 210 bundles of eelgrass and 2,100 
shoots would be required for the transplant at this site. 
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Transplant timing for direct eelgrass habitat losses.   For the eelgrass transplant on the 
dredge slope, eelgrass transplants would require a minimum of one-to-three months time 
period  to stabilize.  Transplants would be conducted during the eelgrass growing season 
following dredge completion.  The eelgrass mitigation site located at the Harbor Patrol 
beach could be created simultaneously with the dock and bulkhead project during the 
approximate 50 month time frame.  Work could be conducted from shore using dozers 
without impacting any existing eelgrass. Transplants would be conducted within one-to-
three months following site creation  or during the next eelgrass growing season.  
 
5.3.2  Field Monitoring Surveys 
 
(a) Post-Construction Direct Impact Eelgrass Survey.  A post-construction project 
eelgrass survey will be completed within 30 days of the completion of project construction 
in accordance with the Southern California Eelgrass Mitigation Policy (NMFS 1991 as 
amended).  The report will be presented to the resource agencies and the Executive Director 
of the California Coastal Commission within 30 days after the completion of the survey.  If 
any eelgrass has been impacted in excess of that determined in the pre-construction survey, 
then any additional impacted eelgrass will be mitigated at a ratio of 1.2:1 (mitigation to 
impact).   
 
(b)  Post-Transplant Monitoring Surveys.  Post-transplant monitoring surveys will be 
conducted during the active vegetative growth periods of eelgrass (March through October) 
at intervals of 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, 4 years, and 5 years after the 
transplant to determine the health of the transplanted vegetation and to evaluate transplant 
success based on established criteria (NMFS 1991 as amended).  Eelgrass areal cover and 
shoot density of eelgrass will be determined during each monitoring survey. Undisturbed 
areas of the eelgrass meadows in the vicinity of the transplant site will be selected as a 
control area when assessing the results of the transplant. If yearly criteria are not met, then a 
replant will be conducted.  The amount to be replanted is based upon a formula that takes 
into account area and/or density deficiencies (NMFS 1991 as amended).   
 
5.3.3  Reporting and Evaluating Transplant Success  
 
Field survey results will be submitted to the resource agencies and the Executive Director of 
the California Coastal Commission in report format within 30 days of the pre-and post-
project monitoring surveys, and seven post-transplant monitoring surveys.  The reports will 
present eelgrass area and density data, an assessment of the functional quality of the area, a 
qualitative assessment of invertebrate and fish use of the area, determination if mitigation 
success criteria have been met, and recommended remedial measures if the transplant is not 
meeting mitigation success criteria.   
 
Mitigation Success Criteria (NMFS 1991 as amended) 
 
Criteria for determination of transplant success shall be based upon a comparison of 
vegetation coverage (area) and density (turions per square meter) between the project 
impact area and mitigation site(s).  Extent of vegetated cover is defined as that area 
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where eelgrass is present and where gaps in coverage are less than one meter between 
individual turion clusters.  Density of shoots is defined by the number of turions per area 
present in representative samples within the original impact area, control or transplant 
bed.  Specific criteria are as follows (NMFS 1991 as amended): 
 

a. the mitigation site shall achieve a minimum of 70 percent area of eelgrass and 
30 percent density as compared to the adjusted project impact area after the first 
year. 

 
b. the mitigation site shall achieve a minimum of 85 percent area of eelgrass and 
70 percent density as compared to the adjusted project impact area after the 
second year. 

 
c. the mitigation site shall achieve a sustained 100 percent area of eelgrass bed 
and at least 85 percent density as compared to the adjusted project impact area for 
the third, fourth and fifth years. 
 

Should the required eelgrass transplant fail to meet any of the established criteria, then a 
Supplementary Transplant Area (STA) shall be constructed, if necessary, and planted.  
The size of this STA shall be determined by the following formula: 
 

STA = MTA x (|At + Dt| - |Ac + Dc|)  
 
MTA = mitigation transplant area. 
At = transplant deficiency or excess in area of coverage criterion (%). 
Dt = transplant deficiency in density criterion (%). 
Ac = natural decline in area of control (%). 
Dc = natural decline in density of control (%). 
 
The STA formula shall be applied to actions that result in the degradation of habitat (i.e., 
either loss of areal extent or reduction in density). 
 
Five conditions apply: 
 
1) For years 2-5, an excess of only up to 30% in area of coverage over the stated criterion 
with a density of at least 60% as compared to the project area may be used to offset any 
deficiencies in the density criterion. 
 
2) Only excesses in area criterion equal to or less than the deficiencies in density shall be 
entered into the STA formula. 
 
3) Densities which exceed any of the stated criteria shall not be used to offset any 
deficiencies in area of coverage. 
 
4) Any required STA must be initiated within 120 days following the monitoring event 
that identifies a deficiency in meeting the success criteria.  Any delays beyond 120 days 
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in the implementation of the STA shall be subject to the penalties as described in Section 
8 and; 
 
5) Annual monitoring will be required of the STA for five years following the 
implementation and all performance standards apply to the STA.   
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APPENDIX 1. 
PROJECT DRAWINGS 

SOURCE: NOBLE CONSULTANTS 
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